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“Reaching the World with Sign 
Language TV, Video, 

Commercials, Translation, 
Voiceover and Film.” 

 

WELCOME 
Thank you for your interest in joining our growing family of Deaf Welcome TV programs, reaching, teaching and 
inspiring more than 70,000,000 Deaf, along with their families, neighbors, coworkers and friends, worldwide.  I trust 
and believe the Lord will bless your efforts.  ILYTv is accessible on ROKU, the Deaf Welcome TV App and on desktops 
at https://www.watch.ilytv.com ON DEMAND 24/7.  Deaf Welcome TV supports the Deaf community through the 
Deaf Welcome Foundation.  We ask content creators to allow the Deaf Welcome Edition, or Sign Language translation, 
of your TV program, series, movie, documentary, or ministry remain exclusively with ILYTv, unless expressly agreed 
upon, in writing by ILYTv. 
 
SUBMISSIONS 
ILYTv is accepting completed productions in the drama, comedy, fiction, science fiction, western, action, reality and 
inspiration genres. For the best value, we recommend you submit 2 hours of content at a time. For example, if your 
program is 30 minutes in length, please submit 4 episodes together for translation.   You will pay a one-time setup 
administrative fee of $750 to get started on ILYTv and thereafter, only $99/month. Deaf Welcome will add the 
American Sign Language (ASL) translation, or English voiceover for signed content, for each episode, for the flat fee of 
$500/month.   
 
INTERPRETERS 
If you chose to submit voiced programs with your own ASL translation already embedded, ILYTv reserves the right to 
inspect the translation for accuracy, clarity and integrity. The integrity of your content is our chief concern.  
Substandard ASL translations will not be permitted to air on ILYTv.  ASL translations MUST be linguistically and 
culturally accurate, as well as scripturally accurate if it is a ministry or sermon.  Signers and/or interpreters MUST be 
groomed appropriately and match the cadence, modulation, power, pitch, pace, as well as the vocal variety of the 
speaker(s), actor(s) in said content.  
 
SUBSTANDARD SUBMISSIONS 
ILYTv hosts workshops for signers and interpreters seeking to improve their signing skills, use of idioms, classifiers and 
interpreting scripture through the Deaf Welcome Foundation. ILYTv is available to join your production team during 
the interview process, if this is deemed necessary. Contact us to book an appointment for more information, schedule 
open Signer evaluations, confidential Signer evaluations or to have our Deaf Welcome evaluators host or handle your 
TV Interpreter interview process. https://www.ilytv.com/book-online  
 
ILYTv BONUS 
Content creators are free to embed commercials in the content you air on ILYTv to monetize your work.  For a limited 

time only, ILYTv will give you FREE Sign Language interpreting for up to 2 hours of programming, when you refer a 

business or organization to ILYTv and Deaf Welcome produces their 30-second commercial or Public Service 

Announcement. Be sure they tell us, you sent them! 

NEXT STEPS 
Contact your Deaf Welcome representative and arrange to send your content for review, along with your deposit. 

https://www.watch.ilytv.com/
https://www.ilytv.com/book-online

